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FROM THE PRINCIPAL’S PERSPECTIVE
We are on with our new session and I bask in the delight and pride on the faces of the
students as they reflect happiness in their new classes. The Class XII students have finished
with their board exams and have taken flight to soar to unexplored horizons bidding
nostalgic goodbyes to the campus which has been their second home since they joined.
Summer is hotly chasing out spring but we have captured its colours and fragrances on the
TSS greens as amply reflected in this issue of the newsletter.
CHEERS AND CELEBRATIONS
Lohri
The bonfire together with the sweets and peanuts lent warmth to the evening chill as we
celebrated Lohri, and a special dinner added to the cheer.
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WINTER WARMTH

Makar Sakranti
On the occasion of Makar Sakranti, students along with the staff enjoyed kite flying.
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Republic day
By Shreyaman Bhargava, class XI
Patriotic fervour gripped the entire campus as we celebrated our 67th Republic Day. The guest of honour, Dr. Deepak
Raj Singh Bisht hoisted the National Flag as each Sagarian sang the National Anthem in unison. He also addressed the
students on many vital issues including the major role the youth and teenagers of this generation can play in developing
the country.
This was followed by a sequence of cultural items echoing the patriotic sentiments of our students. Inter House
Patriotic Song competition was also held on the occasion in which the soulful rendition of Satyamev Jayate by Ruby
House was adjudged as the best performance.
The Equestrian show by our ace riders was another major attraction. The riders started by saluting the guest of honour
after a trot round. They also displayed their talent in manoeuvring their horses in absolute synchronization and
precision while exhibiting poise and confidence in conducting and directing the horses towards their goals. The events
included-Course Jumping, Ball and Bucket, Dressage and Races.
After the morning festivities, the staff and IAYP students joined forces to prepare and serve a delectable lunch
accentuating the message of unity in community. There was a glow of happiness on the faces of the support staff as
they were served food, love and gratitude as the day’s menu.
Aniket Sharma from Ruby House, class X shares…
I was very enthusiastic since the first day of practice, especially when I heard the song. It was neither old, nor too
classical but a very unique one. Shourya and I led the choir and we practised even on Sundays. When the day arrived, I
was pretty nervous. But we had only one motto, to see our House at the top of the list. The song was liked by all.
The distinct feature was that it aroused the feeling of patriotism in all. We received the first prize. At the end of the
ceremony, I felt like as if all eleven of us had won ‘The World Cup’. It was the proudest day of my life!
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TAMING THE BLACK BEAUTY!
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“Parting is a sweet sorrow”-Fare thee well Class XII!-February 17
Another batch of students steps out as young adults to face the challenges of the world and pursue their dreams. The
Chairperson, Ms. Rosemary Sagar, the Director, Ms. Sharmistha Julka, and the Chief Guest: Acclaimed footballer,
Mr. Gouramangi Singh, the Guest of Honour, Dr K.J. Jose and the officiating Principal, Dr. Deepak Raj Singh Bisht lit
the ceremonial lamp and started off the ceremony, attended in large number by the proud parents. The students of class
XI ushered their elegantly dressed seniors while the enthusiastic comperes praised them to the moon and back.
The Chief Guest expressed his absolute delight for being a part of this occasion and wished the students a great future.
Dr. Bisht guided the students to imbibe the qualities of determination, perseverance, courage and commitment to touch
the pinnacle of success. Addressing the students on this occasion, Ms. Julka urged the students to realise their potential
and be undeterred to face the world.
Ms. Sagar inspired the students by narrating her experiences of studying and working abroad and wished the students a
great future. The students of class XI put in their heart and soul into the farewell program organised for the outgoing
class XII. The formal ceremony was a composition of dance, music, videos and presentations. The Head Girl, Kanika
Marwah and House Prefect, Pradhumn Rao relived their journey in the School and how they have evolved through
these years. The girls of class XI captured the audience by their sublime and elegant movements in an exquisite
classical dance. The audiences were mesmerised as the girls danced to the soulful music and lyrics of ‘Mohe rang
de lal.’ The highlight of the show was the video shot by class XI capturing the innumerable moments of their seniors in
the School and the parting messages both by staff and students, reflecting their love and bonding. As the video ended,
the audience and the class XII students rose in acknowledgement not only for their moments captured so beautifully but
also as standing ovation for the love they were receiving from the teachers and their juniors.
The Chief Guest and the School Management felicitated the children with mementos and a specially personalised
magazine ‘Reminiscences@Sagar’.
We had some emotionally charged moments sprinkled with wit and humour as the students spoke their hearts out. The
gratitude, the mischief and the bonding, all added to the nostalgic atmosphere. It was indeed a poignant ceremony.
The evening ended with energetic dancing to DJ music and a delicious spread for all.
Maria Jalil and Ko Beomgyeong, class XI write…
Time to say goodbye…
It's the bond we share with each other, that drove us into bringing together all that we could. The energy, passion and
efforts which we had put up became ‘a worthy to be watched show’. Our success was rewarded with smiling faces and
some great comments by the audiences. We had a lot of fun on stage with the co-anchors Tushita Chanda and
Shreyaman Bhargava of class XI as well. It entertained all and everyone enjoyed the show.
It wasn't merely saying a goodbye, but an amalgamation of emotions, memories created, cherished and kept forever. At
the day's end our hard work was praised by all and we had a grand DJ party in the evening where we enjoyed a lot. It
was a fun filled and memorable day for us.
Manali Arora, class XII shares…
The farewell marked the end of our journey at The Sagar School. I know it will be only for a few more days that I will
be around my teachers and friends. It was an amazing day for me all through. We were excited as we planned the
dresses and accessories. On the day of the farewell, it was an ultimate experience for me. Draping myself in a pink and
white saree as I walked on the carpet, I felt no less than a princess.
I could see the gathering and as they clapped while we walked to our seats, hand in hand with our juniors. They were
all smiles. This was the best ever farewell, entirely different from all that we had witnessed until now. Tears ran
through as emotions overflowed. I am going to remember and cherish these memories all my life.
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International Women’s Day - March 8
A woman is the epitome of tenderness, care, wisdom and
the real architect of society; this was the essence of the
speech given by Dr. Bisht as the School observed The
Women’s Day. The female staff members and students
were showered with love and compliments from their
students and colleagues. A sumptuous lunch served with
oodles of love and exemption from evening duties made
the day special indeed.
Ms. Shipra Bahl shares…
8th of March 2016, a day quiet vivid and memorable in
our minds! The day started with wishes in the morning
assembly by Dr. Bisht on Women's Day. We were made
to feel special as the afternoon meal was served by all
the male staff to the lady teachers and to all the girl
students. Later on, as the icing on the cake, lady teachers
were exempted from taking Prep classes. A beautiful day
with beautiful gestures…

HOLI MASTI

SOCIAL OUTREACH PROGRAMMES AND
ENDEAVOURS
The IAYP Volunteers taught the village students and
helped them in different subjects before their final exams.

DELIGHT ON WOMEN’S DAY

HOLI HUES
Holi in The Sagar School was marked with much fun and
fervor; rainbow hues and lively music engulfed the entire
campus. Gulal smeared on everyone’s faces, splashing of
coloured water, and bright colours being the major
highlights signifying energy, life and joy. The students
and staff indulged in tasty drinks, lavish gujiyas and
mouthwatering delicacies. Thus, the Sagarians did enjoy
each moment that the day had to offer and will remember
it as a day where each emotion had a colour of itself.
IMPARTING EDUCATION
www.thesagarschool.org;
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ACADEMICS AND SCHOLASTIC EXTENSIONS
Book Fair- January 17
‘A book has got its smell. A new
one smells great and an old one
smells even better.’
The Sagarians went to visit the
24th World Book Fair at Pragati
Maidan, New Delhi. The theme
of the year was 'Vivid Bharat Diverse India' with China as the
LEARNING EXPERIENCE
Guest of Honour country. The
fair, open to the public, was preceded by meetings and
conferences of editors, publishers, booksellers and other
people from the publishing business.
Books being the best companion, the students flipped
over many pages, and did not judge them by their covers.
Harshil Rai, class IX says:
Book fair was a learning experience for me. We were
getting a 50% discount on the books as we visited the fair
on the last day. I learnt a lot about the authors and books
and realised we have much to learn from. I hope to get
back next year and attain a lot more knowledge. All in
all, it was a joyful venture!
Jaipur Literary Fest-January 23
Some of our senior students visited the World’s largest
free festival of its kind, the Jaipur Literature Festival
which has been described as “the greatest literary show
on Earth”. The students listened with rapt attention to a
talk by Mr. Shashi Tharoor who called for an attitudinal
change. He said that a majority of people in India don’t
own responsibility for their surroundings. The student
also attended Vaad-Saamvaad session of Gulzar Saheb
where he mesmerized his audience with a recital of his
poetics gems.
Raghav Chaparia, class XI shares…
The festival included a debate session of prominent
writers, authors and renowned persons. We attended the
Char Bagh session in the evening of our first day where
we realized the challenge for a historian is to show how
debates and discussions transfer into the realm of a
society. It was thought-provoking and a stimulating
session.

AMALGAMATION OF IDEAS

Visit to India Art Fair 2016- January 31
27 students from classes VI to XII along with four
teachers visited India Art Fair-2016 in Okhla, National
Small Industrial Corporation Grounds, New Delhi.
The fair presented a blend of foreign and Indian artifacts,
which really created a fusion of national and international
tastes. A number of countries reflected their tradition and
culture through art in abstract and realistic forms. It was a
real treat for the children meeting renowned artists and
satisfying their deep curiosity to know how the artifacts
take their desired shape and structure. At the end of the
day, it was observed that the students were quite inspired
and enthusiastic to visit the fair again in the coming
years.

IMBIBING THE ART

www.thesagarschool.org; e-mail: info@thesagarschool.org
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Astronomy club news
Mr. Ajay Talwar our visiting astronomer writes:
The Transit of Mercury
Students are busy preparing for a rare astronomical event
at The Sagar School Observatory.
On Monday, 9th May, 2016 Mercury will transit the Sun
for the first time since 2006. The transit or passage of a
planet across the face of the Sun is a relatively rare
occurrence. As seen from Earth, only transits of Mercury
and Venus are possible. There are approximately 13
transits of Mercury each century.
In the evening of 9th May, a small black dot like a ‘Bindi’
will be seen entering the disk of the Sun. Slowly the
black disk of Mercury will cross the large bright Solar
disk. Although the entire event is quite long,
approximately 7 hours, but at The Sagar School, the Sun
will set a little more than 2 hours after the event begins.
Our observatory is at an ideal location in India to observe
the event, viz. towards the west where the Sun will set at
a later time as compared to the eastern parts. The location
of Rajasthan almost guarantees clear skies at this time of
the year, and we will be able to observe the event till the
sunset on the horizon.
Here are the timings of the event as seen from our
observatory:
Sun's
Sun's
Event
Time (IST)
Altitude
Azimuth
st
Transit Begins (1
16:41:52
29.40
275.30
Contact)
Ingress Interior
16:45:03
28.70
275.70
(2nd Contact)
Sunset
19:01
---290.4
Duration
2h 19m 31s
Solar Semi
15' 50.3"
diameter
Semi diameter of
0' 06.0"
Mercury

THE SUN (THE SAGAR SCHOOL OVSERVATORY)
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This is an image of the Sun that the students shot using
the 14inch telescope at the observatory, during one of the
rehearsals for the event. Students are geared up and
rehearsing to webcast the rare astronomical event over
the internet. Students will also provide live feed for TV
media from the school and projecting the live view of the
Sun in our Astronomy Lab for parents and visitors. Mark
your calendar, 9th May is the date!
Junior students, on the other hand, are practising
constellation photography. Daytime photography is easy
because the camera does everything for you, but when
you shoot stars at night, you learn the steps of
photography which are performed separately-Focus,
Frame and Test Exposure etc. Students performed the
steps while understanding the process behind
photography as well as astrophotography. Here is an
image of the constellation of Orion in the sky, along with
Taurus and Canis Major on either side of Orion clicked
by the students.

ORION AND ENVIRONS
THE SAGAR SCHOOL OVSERVATORY

The students of Senior Astronomy Club clicked a deep
sky image of Bode & Cigar pair of galaxies in the
constellation of Ursa Major. The image was clicked on
29th January, 2016.

BODE & CIGAR GALAXIES
THE SAGAR SCHOOL OVSERVATORY
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Trophy Back Home-January 15-16
Shourya Negi, class XI says:
The School hosted a saga of friendly matches between
‘The Sagar School’ and ‘Remfry and Sagar’. It included
Badminton, Table Tennis, Cricket and Chess matches.
There were around 125 people from team-Remfry who
were a part of matches both as players as well as
spectators; all Sagarians joined into participator cheer.
The first event was the Badminton match where The
Sagar School clean swiped all the three matches (Men’s
Doubles) and the team consisted of Mr. Prashant Pandey,
Mr. Mukesh Kumawat, Aryaman Gir, class XII and
Raman Sharma, class XI. The next day, early morning a
series of Table Tennis matches (Two Men’s Singles and
a Men’s Doubles) were won by team Remfry and the
players were Mr. Abhay, Mr. Amol and Mr. Nitin. The
most awaited event ‘The Cricket Match’ followed. The
toss was won by team Remfry but unfortunately not the
match. The Sagar School set a target of 138 runs which
team Remfry could not chase and were all out at 78 runs.
The best bowler award was given to Master Suhaib
Ahmed, class VIII, best batsman award to Master Nikhil
Yadav, class XI and the Man of the Match to Mr. Raju
Singh, Cricket Coach.
This year the trophy came back home to the host with
lots of joy and celebration. The matches were of great
competitive spirit and both sides not just tried their level
best to win the Trophy but also our hearts.
Suhaib Ahmed, class VIII writes:
The Remfry vs. Sagar cricket match was truly a great
experience for me and my team mates. I really liked the
fact that we had our Officiating Principal Sir as our
captain as he was a great inspiration for the team. Remfry
won the toss and elected to bowl first. Our team’s
batsmen did a very good job and put up 138 runs target.
Remfry’s first wicket was taken by me that gave me and
the team confidence for victory. In 19th over, Remfry
made only 78 runs with no wicket to spare, and we won.
The acknowledgement by everyone made me very happy
as I won the best bowler’s trophy.

www.thesagarschool.org;
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Ms. Radha Khera, Attorney@ Remfry & Sagar
shares...
Back To Sagar School - Revisiting Tranquillity
What are Schools if not places that keep your
childhood alive! An abode more so for
lawyers seldom getting a chance to be
involved in their playful self with
mundane work routines. A visioned
attempt to balance the saying – all work
and no play makes Jack a dull boy,
Remfry & Sagar and The Sagar School
annually partake in friendly matches. Earlier this year,
Badminton, Cricket, Table Tennis & Chess were tugged
between passionate School kids & sportingly leading
lawyers of the Firm. My third visit to the School and I
conclude age certainly is just a number when it comes to
competition!
Much enjoyment followed from the minute we reached
the school and strolls across the Campus brought back the
golden childhood memories. Witnessing cheerful
Badminton matches paved way for a memorable night.
Alongside, the Campus brought us close to nature,
making it a welcome respite from city life. The Sagar
School was a wonderful host and arranged bonfire on a
chilly January night which was spent singing our hearts
out, fuelled up with happiness and contentment! Food for
soul indeed, just in time to be charged for Cricket match
the following day and cherished enough to already await
the Campus getaway in 2017!

info@thesagarschool.org
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REMFRY & SAGAR VS TSS MATCHES

Inter House Cricket Championship – January 27 to
February 8
The Inter House Cricket Championship 2015-16 was
conducted on League cum Knockout basis in three
categories DIVISION A (Under 19 year Boys)
DIVISION B (Under 16 year Boys)
DIVISION C (Under 14 year Boys)

Overall Result
First Position

Sapphire

Second Position

Ruby

Third Position

Diamond

Fourth Position

Emerald

Inter School Republic Sports Gala 2016- January 28 to 29

VENUE: POORV DELHI KHEL PARISAR, DILSHAD
GARDEN, DELHI.
www.thesagarschool.org;

Talents are furnished when given chances. TSS students
flourished with prosperity of medals and accolades at
Delhi by marvelous performances in the Inter School
Badminton Open Tournament organized by DDA &
BSMG Club, Delhi. 9 boys from classes V to VIII
participated in Badminton competition in U-12 & U-14
boys’ category.
In U-12 boys Doubles category, Shaurya Sharma, class
VI and Karanpreet Singh, class VII secured 1st position.
In the same category, Nikhil Yadav, class V and Rishi
Anand, class VI secured 3rd position.

info@thesagarschool.org
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In U-14 boys Doubles category, Shourya Sharma and Pranav Lahoti, class VIII gained 2nd position while in the same 3rd
position bagged by Sahil Rogha, class VIII and Karanpreet Singh, class VII.
Karanpreet Singh class VII shares:
We went to Delhi to participate in the badminton championship. There were many teams from other schools and
academies. The competition level was very tough. When my first match was about to begin, I was a little nervous but
my coach Mr. Prashant Pandey and other friends encouraged me. I played my match with full enthusiasm and I won it.
I got the first position. The other matches I played had participants senior to me, but I got 3 rd position. I felt very proud
and wanted to share the moment with my parents and friends. Both the gold and the bronze medal gave me strength and
encouraged to excel.
Open Badminton Competition -February 18 & 19
An open Badminton Doubles competition was conducted for the boys & girls of U-12 & U-14 age categories.
Winners were given chocolates to boost up their morale.
Results were as follows:U-12 (Boys) - First Position - Shaurya Sharma and Rishi Anand from class VI. Second Position - Stanzin Shakya and

Sanskar Goyal from class VI. Third Position - Nikhil Yadav and Abhay Singh Chauhan from class V.
U-14 (Boys) - First Position - Karanpreet Singh and Hammad Khalid from class VII. Second Position - Sahil Rogha and
Suhaib Ahmed from class VIII. Third Position - Pranav Lahoti and Keshav Goyal from class VIII.
U-14 (Girls) - First Position - Denka Rinzing Wangdi, class VI and Pragya Aggarwal, class VII. Second Position Meme Natung, class V and Yepekali Lois Chishi, class VII. Third Position - Sanju Bharti, class VI and Ashiya, class V.
CO-CURRICULAR ZONES
Global Scribe
The Sagarians have been extremely active and forthcoming on this acclaimed platform to express themselves and
connect with their contemporaries across the globe. The GS Spark word for the month January was HOPE. Our budding
writers have penned down their thoughts. (Screen shot attached) Archana Yengkhom, class XI has been appointed as
the School Representative, Ephraim Chishi, class XI has been chosen as co-leader of GS Scribes team and is going to
work with Jason Teetz from USA. Sange Norbu Thungon, class XI has been selected as the co-leader of GS
Shakespeare and Theatre team and is working with Sarra from Germany.
Archana Yengkhom and Mayank Agarwal from class XI along with their team have filmed a video on ‘The Life I Lead
– India’ which was shown in Jordan and also uploaded on You tube.

www.thesagarschool.org;
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OUTDOOR JAUNTS AND VISITS
Adventure camp @ Sariska Wildlife Sanctuary- March 16 & 17
Aakash Bhunia, class XII shares…
After a rigorous week of academics we had a welcome break in the picturesque Aravalis; our destination was Siliserh
camping site in Alwar. The trip was effective in boosting the adventurous morale in the students and refreshing us. The
trip included 17 kms of trekking, boating on Siliserh Lake and an overnight camping. To add to the fun Mr. Morgan
Martin, who was leading the group cooked for us. The night ended with gossips and a good night's sleep. The very next
morning around 16 of us volunteered to climb a 206 mtr. high mountain whose terrain was jagged and craggy. It was an
adventurous and arduous exercise but we thoroughly enjoyed it. After breakfast we started our journey back to School.
We were a little exhausted but satisfied that we had learnt many lessons of life from this adventure camping like team
work, discipline, and bravery. In short I'd like to say that it was really rejuvenating and we look forward to such trips in

ADVENTURE UNLIMITED
www.thesagarschool.org;
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Visit of Punjab Public School, Nabha, March 13 & 14
A contingent of 42 students and 4 teachers of PPS, Nabha, visited the campus on 13th March.
They stayed overnight and during their stay they were taken around the campus. They expressed sheer delight on the
beautiful landscaping and lush greenery. They were taken on a guided tour of the academic blocks, sports centre,
swimming pool, equestrian arena & performing art centre. They also had a prolonged observatory session where they
were totally captivated after viewing the moon and stars in space through our state of the art celestron telescope.
After breakfast, they met with Dr. Bisht, and shared their experiences.

Mall and Movie time
A group of 44 students from the newly promoted
Class XII were taken on a one day leisure trip to
Gurgaon. Escorted by
a few teachers, the
students relaxed and
rejuvenated at MGF
Mall, Gurgaon. Some
preferred to watch
movies, while a few indulged in shopping and window
shopping to their hearts’ content. The Sagarians savoured
their desired delicacies. The return journey was made
interesting by an impromptu stop at Mcdonalds.

The programme was concluded by a formal closing
ceremony involving vote of thanks and passing
resolutions for problem solving by the Model United
Nations. This was followed by distribution of certificates
and group photographs.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES @ SEMINARS AND
WORKSHOPS

MUN Workshop – January 11 & 12
A two days’ workshop was held on Model United
Nations, also known as MUN, in our school auditorium.
Students of IX and X grade attended the event with
soaring enthusiasm. The workshop focused on teaching
the students about international relations, diplomacy,
researching, debating, critical thinking, leadership
abilities, teamwork and overall working of the United
Nations.
The students played the role of DELEGATES OF
VARIOUS COUNTRIES and learnt to present their
problems and contribution to the global community in a
very eloquent manner.
www.thesagarschool.org;

YOUNG DELEGATES

Ayush Kumar, class IX writes:
It was a very unique and interesting workshop for me. It
played an important part in building my personality.
info@thesagarschool.org
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I would be happy to attend such workshops to learn more
and encounter new challenges. I was excited to participate
in the 'continental drift' dance, the projects involving New
Zealand. I used 'point of privilege' while representing the
country. We focused on the skills of debating. These two
days were full of excitement and zeal.
CAREER COUNSELLING
Brain Gain Magazine's Breakfast Roundtable –
February 6
A total of 22 students from The Sagar School attended
the fourth edition of Brain Gain Magazine's Breakfast
Roundtable on "Knowledge Exchange: Foreign
Universities for Indian Students" at the Imperial Hotel,
New Delhi.
It was an exchange of knowledge and ideas between
distinguished academicians, educationists, counsellors
and principals coming from leading schools and colleges
in India and abroad.
The session helped students to navigate their way
through the lengthy process of applications and course
structures, best suited for them.
Maria Jalil, class XI shares…
'The true delight lies in finding out rather simply
knowing' as they say....
As we had been to this 'Career counselling session'
recently, I realized the fact that a lot is offered yet it is the
choice that remains paramount. Where specialization and
details subsist, so does confusion.
Directed by an erudite panel of individuals who managed
to follow their interests, we were apprised of what it
takes to be what we want to be including both abstract
and material aspects from CV and Resume to Masters
and PHDs.
Thus, it was an extremely fruitful and interactive session.
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Migrate
“Dad! Please! Please dad! Don’t leave me dad.”
screamed Pari the man’s only family member of about 5
years old. “Pari, just remember I will come for you, just
cross this fenced path with her,” replied the father
pointing towards a woman wearing a burqa, in fact the
only woman standing with her arms open on the other
side of the fence. “Ok.” said Pari. She crossed the fence
easily but when she looked back, she saw her father
crying. They had one last eye contact when a missile
came out of nowhere and blasted him into pieces. That
was the last time when Pari saw her country.
-Aditya Grover, class X
Dance
Dance is my passion,
Cause that’s what I like to do.
Dancing is my heart
And it will till the end too!
Dance is always by my side,
No matter where I go.
But dance sometimes gets me into trouble,
When I dance in the classes to and fro!!!
Dance classes are a lot of fun,
While we are dancing in the sun.
I go mad and start jumping,
As the dance teacher looks at me huffing and puffing.
D.J parties are even more tempting,
As we whirl, twirl and run.
But when my cake falls off my hand,
My anger could just boil the sun.
To calm myself I start dancing.
Then suddenly I become a party animal
Who dances people off their feet.
I say to myself….
Never stop dancing,
As that saves me off my weeps.

STRIVING FOR EXCELLENCE

www.thesagarschool.org;
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maorI maaÐ
Kola ko maOdana maoM ¸
]%saaiht Kola rha qaa maOM.
Acaanak ² na jaanao khaÐ sao ek hvaa ka JaaoMka Aayaa
naa jaanao mauJakao yaUÐ hI maaÐ ka smarNa hao Aayaa.
[tnaa inarmala¸ SaItla qaa vah hvaa ka JaaoMka¸
jaOsao maaÐ ko pavana AaÐcala kI Cayaa.
jaba maaÐ maOM toro pasa qaa¸
torI maihmaa samaJa na payaa¸
AaOr Aba¸ jaba tuJasao dUr hUÐ¸
rh¹rhkr maora jaI Bar Aayaa.
Aba torI gairmaa kao maOM BailaBaaÐit samaJa payaa.
Aaya-na p`kaSa EaIvaastva, kxaa¹navaIM
Karan téléphone à son ami Aakash.
K- Allô, c’est Karan.
Allô, oh…. c’est Askash, comment ça va ?
K- Ca va bien… merci et toi ?
Je vais bien…. Merci.
K- Que fais-tu après l’école ?
Je regarde la télé.
K- La télé, as-tu la télé dans ta chambre ?
Non, maman ne veut pas.
K- Ok, moi non plus. Viens-tu chez moi demain après le
déjeuner ? On va jouer à la console.
Oui, chouette, Au revoir.
K- Au revoir
-Karanpreet Singh, class VII
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LAGHAKA VUSSHE, CLASS V

RIDDHI SHARMA, CLASS VI

Die Natur
Natur, Natur du bist so schön
Baum, Baum du bist so groβ
Blume, Blume du hast so viele Farbe.
Sie sind Geschöpf von Natur.
Natur, Natur du riecht nach Blumen
Schmetterling,Schmetterling du bist ist schön
Löwe, Löwe du bist so stark
Sie sind Geschöpf von Natur
Natur,Natur du bist so groβ
Erde,Erde du hast du so viel tief
Wasser, Wasser du bist wichtig für unsere Leben
Sie sind Geschöpf von Natur
Komm Leute aufheben wir unsere Natur.
-Tarun Sehra, class VII

RONIT IROM, CLASS X
www.thesagarschool.org;
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BENGIA TAGAR, CLASS XI

ATUL SUREKA, CLASS XI

On a Final Note:
The Principal Mrs. Jayshree Balasaria was given a warm send off by the Management and staff on 5 th January, 2016
after having served as Vice Principal for two years and Principal for three years. Mrs. Balasaria reflected on her journey
of five years and took pride in the fact that students of The Sagar School were praised for their confidence and bearing
wherever they represented the school in various competitions. The Director, Ms. Sharmistha Julka thanked her for her
valuable contribution and wished her well in her future endeavors.

A MEMORY LASTS FOREVER, NEVER WILL IT DIE …
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